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1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is concerned with the differential delay equations 
k(t) = x(t)[a - bx(t) - q(t)], 
j(t) = q(t)[x(t - T) - p], 
(1.1) 
where a, b, c, 01, /3, Y are positive constants, and t, x, y are real variables. The 
equations describe interacting biological or economic growth (cf. 13, 51). Note 
that the present proportional growth rate j’(t)/y(t) of the predator y is assumed 
to depend on the supply of prey x at an earlier time 1’ units before. Such an 
assumption is particularly appropriate when y represents economic activity. 
Through the use of a fixed-point theorem (cf. Grafton [l])> this article proves 
the existence of a nontrivial periodic solution of (1.1) with x(t) > 0, y(t) > 0, 
provided that the delay Y is sufficiently large. Rough estimation for the period 
is contained in the proofs of the lemmas in Section 2. It is of interest to note 
that when the delay Y is zero, it is known that there can be no nontrivial periodic 
solution for (1.1) in the first quadrant (cf. Leung [6]). Wangersky and 
Cunningham [7] studied a differential delay equation very similar to (1.1): 
however, the mathematical investigation was not satisfactory. Jones [4] 
investigated a similar equation with one unknown function. 
In the case when there is no delay term r, one readily sees from the directions 
of the vector field that the most interesting case occurs when a - Z$ > 0. 
Otherwise results in the first quadrant are simple. Hence, we assume that 
a - b/3 > 0. 
The following theorem is proved: 
MAIN THEOREM 1. Bssmre the hypotheses (Hl) and 
a > &bfl(b + a) 
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for the positive rate parameters a, b, LX, /3. If the delay constant r satisJies 
Y > b[2oI(a - b/3)1-l, (H3) 
then Eq. (1.1) has a nontrivial periodic solution in the first open quadrant of the 
(x, y) plane, zvith least pwiod greater than 2r. 
(Note that c is only assumed to be positive). 
The symbo1 wt is used in this article. Let zu be any continuous function 
with domain [-r, T], T > 0, with range in E2, the space of complex 2-vectors. 
For each t, 0 < t < T, the symbol w, denotes the function with domain 
[-r, 0] and whose graph coincides with the restriction of w to the interval 
[t - r, t]. For a concise description of the techniques used in Sections 3 and 4, 
see Hale [2]. 
2. DEFINITION OF AN APPROPRIATE OPERATOR A 
By the change of variable 
u(t) = x(t) - p, 
v(t) = y(t) - &(a - bp), 
(2.1) 
Eq. (1.1) is transformed to 
c(t) = (u(t) + ,4--b+) - +>>, 
s?(t) = a(v(t) + c-‘(a - b/3)) u(t - r). 
(2.2) 
Let C = C([-r, 01, E”) denote the set of functions continuous on the closed 
interval [-r, 01, with range in the space of complex 2-vectors E*. The norm 
1 . ] in E2 may be any convenient vector-space norm. C is a Banach space under 
the topology generated by /) . I/, defined as ljg 11 = sup{/ g(B)j: -r < 8 < 01, 
g E C. Let Ka be a cone in C, defined by 
K, = ((u(t), v(t))’ E C: u(-r) = 0, u(t) nonincreasing; 
v(t) > 0, v(t) nondecreasing; v(t) > -bc-lu(t) for each t E [-r, 01). 
Let N = {(u(t), v(t))* E C: 1 u(t)1 < B, each t E [-r, 0]} be a convex neigh- 
borhood in C, and K = K,, n N be a truncated cone in K,, . We construct 
a positive, completely continuous operator A from K into itself by means of 
Eqs. (2.2). To begin this process, we partition the (u, V) plane into four open 
regions: I = ((u, v): -/3 < u < 0, v > -bc-lu}, II = ((u, 7~): -is < 21 < 0, 
-c-l(a-b,8) < v < -bc-la), III = ((zJ, v): 0 < u, -c-l(a-b,8) < v < -bc-lzc), 
and IV = {(u, a): 0 < U, -c-‘(a - b/3) < V, and -bc-k < v}; and investigate 
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a few basic properties for solutions of (2.2) starting initially in K. Let an overbar 
denote closure in the following symbols. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let+EK,(b f 0, and w($)(t) = (u($)(t), a(~$)(t))~ be the s&tion 
of (2.2) satisfying wO($) = 6, where 4 = (#1 , $J’. 
(a) There exists a jkite number t, = tl($), z&ich is the jirst t >, 0 such 
that w(+)(t) E IT n ((24, 71): -/3 < 241. 
(b) Suppose zu(C)(Q 3 3 tI(4) is on the line bu + cv = 0 with -/3 < 
u(+)(S) < 0, while w($)(t) ETT f or all t E [tI , f-j. Then z+)(t) in for all t 
suficiently close to s”. Hence, ~(4) cannot leave region II crossing the open line 
segment between I and II. 
(c) It is impossibk that w(+)(t) in for all t E [tl($), t,($)) with w($)(t) 4 
(0, oy- as t --j t, , where t, is finite or + co. (This is a consequence of hypothesis 
cwh 
(d) There exists a jirst number t2 = tn(+), t, > t, , such that w($)(t) SE 
fw all tE‘[tl,t] 2 , and u($)(tJ = 0, v($)(tJ < 0. 
Proof. To shorten symbols, we omit designating the dependence of u($)(t), 
%b)(t>, w(W), tI(+>, t2($4 etc. on $. 
(a) First, let cj(0) E I. If w(t) E I for all t E [0, s], Eqs. (2.2) imply that 
G(S) < 0 and -cv(~)[u(s) + p] < (d/ds)[u(s) + ,6] < 0. The last differential 
inequality implies that u(t) cannot be -/3 at any finite t. Further, since u(t) 
is decreasing when w(t) E I, we have e(s) < KU(O) ZJ(S) whenever zu(t) E I for all 
FIG. 1. Illustration for Lemma 2.1. 
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t E [0, s], s > P. Since $0) is negative, the last inequality implies the existence 
of t,(4). Next, let d(O) E bdry(I), the boundary of I. U(O) # -/3, since + EN; 
and the only less trivial case is when u(0) = 0, v(0) > 0. In this case G(O) < 0, 
$0) = 0 by Eqs. (2.2). Thus fo r sufficiently small t, > 0, one has w,J$) E K 
with rut,($)(O) E I. The proof can therefore be completed as before. 
(b) This is an easy consequence of the signs of a(t) and ti(t) for t close 
to s^, and the geometry of I and II. The contrary leads to a contradiction. 
(c) Assume that it is possible and let w(t) be such a solution. From the 
proof of part (a), we may assume without loss of generality that there exists 
t” E [--P, tl) such that U(S) = 0 for all s E [-Y, ;], U(S) < 0 for s E (t”, t,], and 
w(tl) > 0. If ti(tl) = 0, let t,’ = sup(t: t > tr , d(s) = 0 for all s E [tl , t]}; 
otherwise let tl’ = tl . Suppose t, is finite, let t” be the first t, t > tl , such 
that u(t) = 0. By part (b) and the fact that ti(t) < 0, t E [tl, t& for such 
w(t), we see that w(t”) = 0 and t” > tl’. Consider the quantity u(t” - Y). 
If u(t” -r) = 0, then t” - Y < E and (tl’ + c) - r < t” for sufficiently small 
positive E. Hence ti(t,’ + c) = 0, and this contradicts the definition of tr’. 
Consequently, we conclude that zr(t” - r) < 0; and for t sufficiently close 
to the left of t”, one has U(t - P) < u(t) < 0. Further, for such t, w(t) > 0, 
6(t) > 0 and thus --bu(t) - m(t) > 0. We now check the slope of the solution 
trajectory, for such t close to the left of t”, by evaluating 
w c+(t) +c-‘(u - b/3)) u(t - r) -= w (v(t) +8)(--b@) - +>> 
c+(t) +c-l@ - @)) u(t) 
< w> + PwJ4t) - cw> 
< 4@) + c-l@ - W)> u(t) 
w> + Ia-- WN 
(2.3) 
The last quantity on the right above tends to -OX+(U - b/3)/&?) as t --f t”-. 
However, (H2) implies that -,c-l(u - 6/3)/b/3 < --c-lb, and thus it is not 
possible for w(t) to tend to (zl(t”), w(t”))T = (0,O)r within the second quadrant 
of the (u, ZJ) plane below the line zi = -c-Vu. This proves (c) for the case 
of finite t, . Let t, be +co. As before, we find that d(t)/zi(t) is close to 
-~&(a - Z$)/(b/3) for t sufficiently large, whenever -h(t) - m(t) > 0. 
Therefore the slope along the curve shows that w(t) cannot tend to (0, O)r, 
as before. 
(d) First, we show that the set S = {t: t > tl , w(s) E If, for all s E [ti , t]) 
is bounded. If S is unbounded, Eq. (2.2) implies that u(t) and w(t) are monotonic 
for t E [tl , +co), and (u(t), w(t)) + (G, 6) as t---f $-co. Since (d/dt)[w(t) + 
c-l@ - 6/q] 2 +J(t> + c-p - W)l( -P>, we must have [w(t) + +a - b/3)] > 
e-mfit{ea%[z)(tl) + ~-“(a - b/3)]), which is positive for all finite t. Hence, if 
v = -c-‘(u - b/3), then when w(t) is close to the line ~1 = ?J within region u 
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for t sufficiently large, the inequality C(t) >, (21(tl) + /3)(-bu(t) - ca(t)) 
impIies that k(t) is strictly larger than a positive constant for large t. Con- 
sequently, u(t) becomes positive eventually and contradicts the unboundedness 
of S. Further, from the signs of ic and I), we see that (ii, 6) cannot be in II, 
or on the open line segments separating regions II and III or regions I and IT. 
Finally, by part (c), we see that (u, 6) + (0,O). Therefore, S is bounded. 
By part (c) and the inequalities and arguments in this part above, it is clear 
that statement (d) is true. 
To conclude the existence of a fixed point for the operator A defined on K 
below, we need uniform bounds for tl(q5) and t,,(+), for all 9 E K, C# f 0, COP- 
tained in a bounded subset of C. 
LEMMA 2.2, Let 4, w(t), u(t), v(t), etc. be as described in Lemma 1, and let 
R be any positive constant. Suppose that #2(O) = u, with 0 < o < R; therz 
there exists a positive number rn(cr, R) such that u(#}(t&#)) < -m(u, R). For 
fixed R, m(o, R) is a nondecreasing function of o, and m(c, R) - 0 as u 3 01 
Further, there exists a comtant 71 = T,(R) such that tI($) < T,(R) for all such + 
with 0 < &(O) < R. 
Proof Let j > 1 and N be positive integers such that R/j < bpl(2c), 
(2/bpj ln(cLV + l)/(iV - 1)) < br/2ol(a - bfl) < T and l/b(N + 1) x 
( j - l)jocr(a - bp). First assume 4(O) + n. Consider those 4 E K with r&(O) = G’, 
0 < -+1(o) G fi(f-$ = fin@iN (--lb) W - ((j-l>ij)(u/i(c-l(a-b~j + 4))). 
For t E [0, r], Eqs. (2.2) imply that 0 3 (d/dt)[v@) + c-‘(a - b/3)] > -+v(t) f 
c-l@ - WI f4 > 0 as on 1 g as z(t) has not yet reached the line cz! + bu = 0. Thus 
[v(t) + c-‘(a - b/3)1 eufi(o)t > u + c-‘(a - b/3), i.e., 
(v(t) - uj > (U + c-l(a - b/3))(e-ar(a)t - 1) 
> (U + c-l(a - b&)[(l - ((j - l)lj)(a,I(c-P(a - b/3) f u))>*‘~ - I] 
a -Kj - l>/!?h for such t. 
Consequently, unless tl(+) E (0, ) p such that cv(tl($)) + bu(t,(+)j = 0, v(tl($)) > 
a/j, we have the property v(r) > uij. Thus in the case when t,($) > F, u(t) 
is monotonic for t E [0, Y] and G(t) < (u(t) + /3)(-bu(t) - cu/j) as long as 
u(t) > -(c/b)(u/j), t E [0, ~1. Suppose U(Y) > -(c/b)(u/‘j); we use the last dif- 
ferential inequality to estimate the largest possible value for tt(r). Separating 
the variables and integrating t from0 to r, we have [U(I) + fi][bu(r) + (~ufi)]-l > 
[U(O) $- ,@j[bu(O) + (cu,@)]-~ exp((bjI - (cub)),>, and hence p[bbu{r) + (cu/jj]” > 
b(O) + PIKvW1 expt(W - (Mj>>r>, leading to u(y) < C-c/~j) 4 - P[(P - 
k(o)) exp{(bp - c(uij))r}]-3. Note that by the choice of K(G), j, and N, we hat-e 
the inequality (/!3 - k(u)) exp((b/3 - (cu/j))~] > ((AT - l)/lV) /I exp{@b/3/2)} > 
((rV - l)p/N)((N + i)/(N - 1)) = /3 + (,8/N). We therefore conclude that 
~(7) < -co/bj(N + 1). Since zt(t) is nonincreasing for zc(t) in region I, we have 
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u(tJ < maxi--co/bj(N + l), --K(a)) provided that 4(O) $ i%. Next, assume 
#(O) E f?, then clearly t,($) = 0 and u(tr) = -(c/6)0. The first part of this 
lemma is proved if we let m(u, R) = min(co/bj(N + l), k(a)}. By the choice of 
N and j, it is clear that m.(a, R) = cujbj(N +- 1) for (T sufficiently small. 
To prove the last assertion. First suppose #(0) $8, &(O) = u, #r(O) < -k(u). 
For t 3 Y, Eqs. (2.2) imply that (d/dt)[v(t) + c+(a - &3)] < a[zl(t) + ~-‘(a - 
@3)][ --K(U)] as long as U(S) E I for all s E [r, t]. Let o* be such that -(I/M) ln(1 - 
((j - l)/j)(u*/(c-l(a - b/3) + u*))) = /3/N. Then, using the last differential 
inequality one can show by elementary calculations that w(t) has to reach n 
at (or before) time 
N 
S, = T - - In 
c-‘(u - b/L?) 
43 ( (c-l(u - b/3) + R) > 
or 
S-2 = 0%2$ ( ’ + ln(l - ((j - l),!&(c”(a - 43) + 4)) In ( c-l@ - b/3) 1) C”(U - b/3) + u 
for u E [u*, R] or u E (0, u*), respectively. Next, suppose 4(O) 4 n, $,(O) = 0, 
-h(u) -==cqqO) < 0. If t&j) > r, the last paragraph showed that U(Y) < 
-cu/bj(N + 1). Th ere ore, f for t > 2r, Eqs. (2.2) imply that (d/dt)[v(t) + 
c-l(u - b/3)] < m[v(t) + c-‘(a - b/3)][-cu/bj(N + l)] as long as W(S) ~1 for all 
s E [r, t]. The last inequality implies that w(t) has to reach n at or before time 
s3 = 2r + maxO<&R {(-bj/acu)(N + 1) In(c-l(a - b/$/(c-l(u - b/l) + u))}. 
Therefore, in any case, Lemma 2.2 is valid if we choose T,(R) = maxis, , ss , s3>. 
To facilitate the proof of the next lemma, we choose a few constants and 
define a region in the (u, V) plane as follows. Let E > 0 be any small positive 
constant. Choose a positive 6 less than (a - b/3)/2b and /3, such that 
(i) ~m(cr, R) eAbm < c-r(u - bp) f or all u E (0, SC/b), where R is a fixed 
positive constant and 
(ii) ol[e, + +(a - b@]u/[zl + p][-bzc - cv] < -(b/c) - E for all (u, V) E 
S, = {(u, v): 0 < w < -(b/c)u, -4 < u < 0). Because of Lemma 2.2 and 
hypothesis (H2), it is possible to choose 6 to satisfy (i) and (ii), respectively. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a given positive constant and let 4, w(t), zl(t), v(t), etc. 
be as described in Lemmz 1. Then there exists a constant T* = TV such that 
t2(+) < r,(R) for all such + with 0 < +8(O) < R. 
Proof. Let 6 be chosen as described above. The proof splits into two cases 
when b-%a 3 6 or 6Fcu < 6, where u = +2(O). 
First, consider the case when b-lcu > 6. Clearly, there exists a S* E (0, 61 
such that ~IZ(U, R) > 6* for all such u, and v(tJ+)) > (b/c)S*. Equation (2.2) 
implies that 0 > ti(t) > ol[v(t) + c-‘(a - bp)](-p) whenever w(t - P) E I u II. 
Hence, separating variables and integrating we conclude from the last inequality 
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that if V(S) = 0 at s > tl($), we must have s - tl(#) 3 -(l/a/3) in(c-l(a - &3)j 
(~-‘(a - b/J) + c-%S*)). Let ta*(+) be the first time later than t,(6) such that 
v(tl*($)> = 0; we next find an upper bound for tl*(+). From the inequality 
0 < C(t) < (u(t) + p)(-h(t)) for t f [t, , t,*], elementary calculation shows 
that u(t) < -+[l + eab+-t1)((/3/S*) - 1)1-l, for such t. Draw a straight line 
through the point (-p[l + @“‘((p/S*) - l)]-‘, (&/c)[l + eBbr((P/S*) - l>]-I) 
with slope -(b/c) - E. Let this straight line intercept the ~-axis at (-w, 01, 
w > 0. The arguments below (2.3) and hypothesis (H2) imply that u(t) < --w 
for t E [tl, t,*]. Therefore (2.2) implies that if tl* > t, f Y, then e(t) < 
a(v(t) + c-“(~2 - bfi))(---w) < -ac-l(a - i$)w for t E [tl + r, t,*]. Conse- 
quently, we must have t,* < t, + Y + (bfi/olw(a - Z$)), as an upper bound. 
From the lower bound for s - ti(+) above, we have ti(t) < cz(u(t) + 
C-‘(u - !$))(---0) for a time interval of length (l/c&> In((c-r(u - @I) + c-%6*)/ 
c-l(u - b/3)) after time tl*. Therefore, if w(t) E II for t > t, + r + 
(bp/olw(u - bp)) + (l/a/3) In((c-l(u - b/3) + c-%S*)l~-~(a - b/3)) = t”, then o(t) 
must satisfy v(t) < -S, for some 6, > 0. The facts that &(O) < R and 
T,(A) < DJ imply that w(tJ has to be away from a fixed positive distance 
from the line u = -p. Hence, for t > t”, C(t) is larger than a positive constant 
for all+ under consideration, if w(t) E II. This proves the lemma for the first case. 
Next, consider the case when b-lco < 6. Let tl*($) be as defined in the last 
paragraph. We estimate an upper and lower bound for tl*(#) - tl($). Equations 
(2.2) imply that 0 3 e(t) > d+(t) + ~-‘(a - &)I(-(c/b)cr) for t f [t#>, t,*(#$J; 
and v(t) has to decrease at least a distance of m(cr, R)(b/c) to reach the line 
~1 = 0 from the boundary of II. These observations show that tr* - tl > 
-(b/oloc) ln(l - (c-%$a, R)/c-l(u - bp) + CT)) after some elementary calcula- 
tions. The lower bound for t,* - t, indicated is a continuous function of G 
when ~$0, R) < 6, and tends to a finite nonzero limit as (+ -+ O+. Hence, 
there exists a positive constant p, such that t,*(4) - f,(qb) 3 p for all + under 
consideration satisfying&,(O) < c-98. To establish an upper bound, we observe 
as in the last paragraph that u(t) < -/I[1 + e~b(t-tl)((/3/nz(a, R)) - 1)3-l = 
-/hz(~, R)/[eBb(t-$ ) 1(/3 - m(a, R)) + m(a, R)], for t E [tl , t,“]. If tl* > t1 + Y, 
clearly 0 < v(t, + r) < -(b/c) u(t, + r). For t E Et1 + P, tl*], (2.2) implies 
that ti(t) < a[o(t) + c-l(u - b/3)] u(t). H owever, for such t, .w(t) E S, and by the 
arguments below (2.3), we have 
44 G 4t1 + r> - (@J/c) + +l[qt) - V(fl + r)J 
-=c 4fl f r) - KW + Ho(t) + WC) @l + r)l 
< (1 - (b/c)((b/c) + E)-l)(--m(u, R) e-flbT) - ((b/c) + ~)-l v(t). 
Substituting this inequality into the inequality for ti(t> above, we obtain 
ti(t) < ol[v(t) + c-l(u - b/i)][---~((b/c) + c)-” e-~brm(u, R) - ((b/c) + 6)-l v(t)] 
(2.4 
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for t E [t, + r, tr*]. Consider the solution of the differential equation i(t) = 
a[x(t) + c-‘(a - @)][---~((b/c) + c)-’ e-abrnz(~, R) - ((b/c) + c)-l z(t)], with 
the initial condition .a(tr + r) = c. Elementary calculations show that x(t) 
decreases to zero when 
t = (t1 + Y) + a-l((b/c) + c)[c-“(a - q3) - d%7x(u, I?)]-1 
x In{(A(u) + oc-l(a - &))/(A(u) + o~-~%z(u, I?))}, 
where A(o) = c-r(a - S/3) ee-bsr WZ(U, R). The expression for the zero of x(t) 
above is uniformly bounded for (J E (0, c-l&), because m(o, R) = co/bj(N + 1) 
for o close to zero. Comparing (2.4) with the equation for 2(t), we see that 
v(t) < x(t) when t > t, + Y. Therefore, there is a finite upper bound for 
tl*@). Finally, we now estimate the maximum length of time after tI* such 
that w(t) is vertically below the origin. From the upper bound above for u(t), 
t E [tl , tl*], we saw that if tl* > tl + r, then u(t, + r) < --nz(a, R) e-ab,r. 
Hence, from the arguments below (2.3), u(t) is left of the line with slope 
(-(b/c) - e) through the point (-WZ(U, R)e-sbr, c-%~(a, R)e-sb3, for t E [t, , tl*], 
for whatever size of tl*. This implies that u(t) < PZ(U, R) e-obr(-e)((b/c) + l )-l 
for t E [tl , Q*]. Suppose t,* > t, + r, (2.2) and the last inequality imply that 
for t E [t,*, tl* + Y], we have 
23(t) < a[v(t) + c-l(u - b/3)] m(u, R) e-Bb’(-c)((b/c) + e)-‘. 
Suppose t,* < tl + r; we have exactly the same inequality for it(t) for 
t E [t,* + p, t,* + p + p], where p = tl + Y - tl* and p is the lower bound 
for tl* - tl defined before. Consequently, for whatever size of tl*, there exists 
4w E (0, TlW + y + P> such that u(t,* + q(4)) < c-l(u - b/3)[e-m(U*R)e - l] 
where 0 = (min{r, p]) . [are -a”‘(@/~) + e)-l] is a positive constant. This is 
derived from the last differential inequality above, letting Q(#) = Y or p + p, 
respectively, when tl* is > or <tl + Y. The upper bound for g(tr* + q(4)) 
and (2.2) imply that 
(+qW + p> > (u(t) + P)(u - w)r~m(o~R)e - 11 (2.5) 
for all t > tr*(+) + p(4), as long as w(s) E 11 for s E [tr , t]. From (2.5), u(t) > 
exp{(a - &?)(I - e-m(o*R)e)(t - t,*(4) - q($))}(p - (c/b)u) - /3, for all t de- 
scribed above. The expression on the right of the last inequality is strictly 
increasing for increasing t, and vanishes when t - (tl*($) + q(4)) = 
[(a - b/3)(1 - e-m(o*R)o)]--l ln{/3@ - (c/b)u)-I>, which is uniformly bounded for 
u E (0, ~+66). Since ~(4) and tl*(+) had b een shown to be bounded uniformly 
for all #I under consideration, the expression for t - (tr*(#~) + q($)) above 
implies the validity of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let $, w($)(t), and t2(dJ) be as de&bed in Lemma 1. 
(a) There exist first positive numbers ta($), t4(+) with t, > t, > t, + r, 
such that w(#)(r,@)) E ((u, v)‘: v = -+bu, 0 < u < b-la - p] a?zdw($)(t&f$) E 
((0, v)*: v > 01. Further, w(4)(t) EI? for t E [te , t3] and w(+)(t) E R for 
t E It3 3 t*1. 
(b) Suppose that y&(O) < R, zuhere R is an arbitrary positive constant, 
then the numbers t3(+), t4(+) of part (a) satisfy: t3(+) < t,(b) < 5. Here, 5 is a 
positive constant dependent only on R. 
The proof of Lemma 2.4(a) is similar to that of Lemma 2.1, and the proof 
of Lemma 2.4(b) is similar to that of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. The analysis in. 
regions III and IV are similar to those in regions I and II, respectively. The 
details are omitted. 
It is clear, from the geometry of the regions and from the manner with which 
ti(t) depends on u(t - r), that it takes at least a length of time P after tG(#) 
for w(+)(t) to reach n again. 
DEFINITIONS. Let + E K, 4 f 0; define the number T(+) and the function 
A#ECby 
where 44) = (u(qb), v(+))’ is the solution of (2.2) satisfying ~a(+) = 4. Further, 
let $0) = (O}. 
Equation (2.2) can be written as 
Lgl I -bp = 0 ac - l(a”- b/i) 9 [zi: 1 :!I 
+ 1 
-bu”(t) - m(t) v(t) 
cm(t - Y) v(t) I * 
(2.7) 
Due to the Lipschitz condition of the nonlinearity on the right above, and 
the fact that ~(4) is uniformly bounded for those + # 0 in K contained in a 
bounded set in C (cf. Lemmas 2.1 to 2.4), we conclude that A is a compact 
operator. (See Grafton [I, p. 931). F rom the sign of ti(t) and d(t) on the line 
n = -c-lbu, we concluded in Lemma 2.4 that t,(4) > ta($) > ~a(+) + P+= 
Therefore, Eqs. (2.2) imply that e(+)(t) > 0 for t E [t&), t,($) f ~1. Clearly 
we also have C(+)(t) f 0 for t E [t&4), t4($) +- Y] because of the fact stated 
before the definition of A. Consequently, for 4 E K, a+ E K, that is, A is positive 
with respect to K. 
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3. EIGENVALUES OF THE LINEARIZED EQUATIONS ON THE RIGHT PLANE 
TO analyze the operator -4 on those $ close to zero, we consider the linearized 
equations for (2.7) through which the operator B was defined. Linearizing 
(2.7) at (u, V) = (0, 0), we have 
The characteristic equation for (3.1) is 
H(A) GE X2 + b/9 + LX&Z - b,k?) e+ = 0. (3.2) 
To investigate its roots on the right half X-plane, we analyze the change of 
B(h) = arg H(h) as h traces around a large rectangle in there. Let D be the 
rectangle bounded by the four line segments: Zr = {(y, w): 0 < y 6 F, w = 01, 
Z2={(y,w):y=T,0<u<~/~}, Z,={(~,w):O~y~r,w=?r/r), and 
Ia = {(y, w): y = 0,O < w < r/r) where h = y + iw, and I’is a large positive 
constant. On Zr , tan 8 = 0 identically. On Za , tan 19 = [(2Z’ + bfi)w - 
tYro$?(a - bfl) sin(wr)]/[Z’2 + b/3T - w2 + e-“@(a - bp) COS(UY)]; for large 
r > 0, the numerator has its only zero at w = 0, and the denominator is always 
positive, for w E [0, T/Y]. On Za , tan 0 = [(2y + b/3) z+]/[y2 + b/?y - a2rr2 -- 
e-yrc+3(u - b,kT)], whose numerator is always positive and whose denominator 
has exactly one zero, for y E [0, Z’], r large (because of hypothesis (Hl)). 
Consequently, along Zr , Z2 , and Zs , successively, B(h) increases by an angle 
between 5-/2 and r. On Z4 , tan B = [b@ - ~$(a - b/!?) sin(wy)]/[-w2 + 
~$?(a - b/3) cos(wr)]. By (El) and (H3), th e numerator is negative for w in 
(0, x2) and positive in (x, , X/Y], where 7~/2r < 2; < T/Y. Again, by (Hl) and 
(H3), the denominator is positive for w in [O, x1) and negative in (x1 , T/Y], 
where 0 < x, < 742~. Hence, on Z& , tan B ranges from 0 to --co for increasing w 
in [0, zr), from +co to 0 for increasing w in (x1 , ~a], and is negative for w 
in (x2, T/Y]. We thus see that H(h) winds around the origin once, as we trace h 
around the boundary of G once. We arrive at the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Under hypotheses (Hl) and (H3), the characteristic Eq. (3.2) has 
exactly one root on the region: Re A > 0, 0 < Im h < S-/Y. 
Let d, = (h: H(X) = 0, Re h > 0}, which is nonempty by Lemma 3.1. 
Let C = P(fl,) @ @II,), w h ere P(rZ,) is the generalized eigenspace of (3.1) 
corresponding to eigenvalues in fl, , and g(Iz,) is its complementary subspace. 
Denote the projections of g E C on P(fl,) and Q(&,) by gp and gQ, respectively. 
In the next section, we prove that for all 8 > 0 satisfying a-Z@) n K # G, 
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we must have infhaB(bJnK ]j 4’ j] z=- 0. Here B(8) = (g E C: I] g Ij < $}, and aB 
denotes its boundary. To prove that, we need to use the bilinear form 
where 4 E C([O, Y], P’), E2” is the two-dimensional vector space of row vectors, 
and $ E C. The bilinear form describes the coordinates of projection of 4 into 
P(A,). For clarifications, see Hale [2, p. 1041. 
4. PROPERTIES OF A, AND THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following three lemmas concerning the operator A are needed for 
proving the Main Theorem. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be any open bounded neighborhood of (0) in C, md let 8G 
denote the boundary of G. Then inf I[ Ag // > 0, few g E ilG n R. 
Proof. Suppose that inf j] Ag jl = 0, for g E aG n K. Then there is a 
sequence & E i3G n K, with A& -+ 0, such that w(&)(t) -+ J(t) as n + co 
uniformly for t E [0, ~1, where p = lima+m T(&) 3 2r, and J(t) is a solution 
of (2.2) on [P, p]. (Here, we have used Lemma 2.4 and the fact that, for t > P, 
the mapping: (b --f z+(+) from C into C is completely continuous; see [2].) 
Since A$.n --f 0, the second line of (2.2) . pl rm ies that the 6rst component of 
J(C) is identically zero for t E [p - 2r, ~1; the first line of (2.2) in turn implies 
that the second component of J(t) is identically zero for t E [p - 2r, p]. 
Continuing with this argument we conclude that B(t) = 0 on [O, EL]. FinalIp 
the monotonicity of each & implies that (6* --+ 0 as n. ---f oo. This contradicts 
the fact that & f SG. 
Rem&. Lemma 4.1 essentially ensures that A has an eigenvector on %G n KT 
by a theorem of Krasnoselskii. See Hale [2, p. 1447. 
LEntMA 4.2. There exists a finite M > 0 such that /I -qg // < 11 g ii for- cd 
g E K satisfying 11 g 11 > M. 
Proof. Let L be a large positive constant. Draw a rectangle PQRS on the 
(u, V) plane with vertices P = (0, L), Q = (0, L/2), R = (a,/b - p, L/2) and 
S = (u/b -- /3, L). The slope of the diagonal PR is -L[2(ajb - @I-‘. Suppose 
co($)(t) is a solution of (2.2) with 4 E K, $ f 0, and m(+)(s) E PQRS belaw 
the diagonal PR at time s. Then Eqs. (2.2) and Lemma 2.4a imply that 
1 d($)(s)] < oi(L + c-‘(a - bjl))(a/b - /3), and j c(s)\ > /3cL/2. Hence the slope 
of the solution curve w(+)(t) at t = s has modules less than or equal to 
2oi(L + ~-“(a - b/l))(a/b - @(flcL)-I. Comparing the last quantity with the 
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slope of PR, we see that if L has been chosen large enough, then I can 
never enter the upper triangle PRS. Clearly, (A$)(-+) is directly below the 
point P, i.e., ~($)(t~(+)) <L. For t E [t,(+), &($) + r], (2.2) implies that 
(d/dt)pv(+)(t) + ~-‘(a - b/3)] < ~[z@)(t) + +a - Z$)](cz/b - /3). Elementary 
calculations show that ~($)(t~ + r) < [L + ~-‘(a - !$?)I exp{rol(a/b - p)}. Choose 
AT > /3 + [L + c-‘(a - b/Q] exp{ra(a/6 - /3)]. Then, clearly I/ A$/\ < Al for 
all + E K. This proves the lemma. 
Remark. Lemma 4.2 implies that the eigenvalues for those eigenvectors 
of A with large norm must be strictly less than one. 
LEMMA 4.3. For aZZ 8 > 0, inf llgp 11 > 0 fey g E a.@) n K. 
Proof. It is clear from the construction of K that Z@) n K # 0. Let 
A=~+ia,~>o,o< C;, < Z-/Y, be a root of (3.2). (Such a root exists by 
Lemma 3.1.) Let $(ct) = e-“t(-klp-l, 1) b e a solution of the equation adjoint 
to (3.1). The real and imaginary parts of the bilinear form (z&g) in (3.3) are 
given by 
Re($, g) = -~c-~~-~zc(O) + o(O) 
e-ptsfr) cos(d(s + r)) cv&(a - b/l) u(s) ds. (4.1) 
--T 
Im(J, g) = -&K-~~-~~(o) - s O e+(s+r) sin(&(s + r)) olc-l(a - b/3) u(s) ds (4.2) --T 
if g = (u, w)’ E C([-Y, 01, E2), with both u(t), a(t) real on [-r, 01. If zl(t) < 0 
for all t E [-r, 01, both expressions on the right of (4.2) are nonnegative. 
Suppose there is a sequence g, = (21, , zQT E a@) n K such that grip --f 0, 
as n--f co, then Im($, gn) ---f 0. (Because (4, gn) describes one coordinate 
of projection for g, into P(A,), see [2, p. 1041.) Hence, u%(O) + 0, and U,(S) -+ 0, 
s E [--T, 01, as IZ -+ co. Further, for such g, , we have Re($, g.?J -+ 0; therefore 
(4.1) implies that v,(O) --f 0, as 12 -+ 03. This contradicts the fact that (u, , z#’ E 
B(8) n K, 8 > 0. 
Remark. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 together imply the existence of eigenvectors 
of A with eigenvalues strictly greater than one. 
Proof of Main Theorem. The three hypotheses I, II, and III in Theorem 2.1 
of Grafton [I] are precisely the statements of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 above, 
respectively. Grafton’s periodicity theorem is valid for a truncated cone as 
well. (See [2, Theorems 27.3 or 28.11.) Therefore, we conclude that Eqs. (1.1) 
or (2.2) have a nontrivial periodic solution. The periodic solution is a fixed 
point of the operator A. It is therefore clear from Lemma 2.4a and the comment 
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before the definition of the operator A that the least period of the solution 
is greater than 2r. Further, from the proofs of the Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, 
we can estimate an upper bound for the least period. Notice also that when 
u(t), ZI(“) of (2.2) are transformed back to x(t), y(t) by (2.1), the periodic solution 
in terms of N, y is always positive (cf. Lemma 2.1, 2.4a, and their proofs). 
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